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Contains 6 additional characters: Alex, Guile, Ibuki, Balrog, Juri, and Urien, each with a premium alternate costume, for Street
Fighter® V.
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As others have said, this is not a real season pass. This is a character pack. The characters in this pack you can get with "fight
money" playing the game. You still need to pay real money for additional battle and summer costumes as well as fight money
for new stages, story costumes and colors (or slog through the absurd survival mode for colors). The Guile stage is included but
no other premium stages.

At $4 per included battle costume for the 6 characters in this pack, you are paying $30 for $24 of paid content, 6 characters you
can get with fight money earned playing the game and one stage that can also be purchased with fight money. It's not exactly a
solid value. The Arkham Knight season pass was overpriced but at least you got everything (besides a few exclusive skins) that
was put out for the game. This is overpriced *and* you get to feel like Capcom is nickel-and-diming you. Pass.. I know, it
sounds pricy and in all reality, the 2016 Season Pass is pricy.

Luckily, you save a lot on time, effort and in game money. You don't have to pay fight money to get your characters, but instead
you get to save it up for costumes and characters later in 2017.

Though, the pass should only be priced around 15.99. 30 bucks just for a Seasons Pass that's six characters and an extra
costume.

Overall pricy. But it's good for casual players like me who don't feel like playing the game all day and neither is amazingly good
at it. But if you play hardcore, just skip this seasons pass and whip some butt in the game and online.. I bought this so Capcom
would have money for putting Adon in the game ASAP.

On another serious note:
Each story-mode costume for a char costs 40k fight money (the in-game currency). After these 6 chars are released, there will
be 22 chars total. 22 x 40k = 880k fight money. Just as an example, I have ~220k right now after doing all story modes and quite
some survival. Each char will cost 100k. That's 1.5m fight money for all story-costumes and 6 chars.

Put differently, to buy each DLC char and their story-mode costume, you'd have to earn 140k fight money every month
(assuming Capcom adhere to their alleged "1 new char every month" release schedule). This season pass saves you the trouble of
having to chase ingame currency, allows you to spend all of your fight money on costumes, saves you 600k fight money by not
having to spend it on DLC chars, and the premium costumes that are included have a monetary value of around 24\u20ac\/$.

Sounds like a pretty good deal to me.. I am absolutely livid that I paid $30 for a season pass. A season pass is the DLC in a
season right? Not if you're Capcom. You get the characters and an alternate outfit for the DLC characters. I guess that could be
considered valuable to some, but there have been lots of costumes and stages that were also released but they still want you to
pay for. I put $90 into this game. All I got were the characters. I'm not happy that I drop that amount of money onto a game with
a "season pass" that only gives a fraction of the DLC available in not even 1 season. It's on par with some of the horse malarky
that EA has pulled. Don't buy this if you're expecting more than a glorified character DLC. I love the game itself, but this was
shady and irresponsible marketing on their part and I'll advise that you leave this out of your cart.. Misleading to call it season
pass.
You only get 6 DLC characters, not everything release for 2016.. Everyone will downvote me for this.

But I read the product description before I bought the former Season Pass, now renamed to Character Pass.
I'm neither disappointed, nor angry. I got what I orderd.

And I can only say:
READ THE GOD DAMN PRODUCT DISCRIPTION BEFORE YOU BUY SOMETHING!
. Thought this would also unlock the other costumes DLC (ex: Bearded Ryu) but this is only a glorified character pack DLC...
It's not offering anything made available this season except the new characters... This should not be called season pass but
''character pack'' instead. Very disappointed by the amount of DLC made available by this pass and the price is absolutely
disgusting (for a 69.99$ game... a 39.99$ season pass should not ONLY include 6 characters).. I bought it to save time tbh. Shity
season pass that dosen't contain new arena and then fix it by call it "Street Fighter V Season 1 Character Pass".
Really? Capcom? With the F*cking 30$? If you want this game to be E-Sport then open this sh*t for free and sell characters.
This is why I hate SFV. When I bougth this game at 60$ and "season pass" at 30$ it should be full game.
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Not like this, Capcom.

0\/10 I lost faith in you, Capcom.
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****DO NOT BUY THIS!!!!****

You thought SFxT was a bare-faced ripoff with its on-disc DLC?
This is an absolute slap in the face that shows Capcom's absurd greed.

It's pretty much a scam, a total waste of money that only gets you content you can already unlock for free in the game with Fight
Money, and the content you DO get is extremely limited.
And there's still DLC that isn't included here.

That means even if you have the "Season Pass" that gets you a few bits of "DLC" that's unlockable for free anyway, they STILL
expect you to buy piles of overpriced DLC on top of that!
...I know. What the Hell, right?

Shame on you, Capcom. This is about as close to EA as you can get.
All I can say is: At least I got it on sale. The game is already NOT worth its digital retail, but this is just ridiculous.. Man.......
this season pass doesn't give you stages \/ costumes don't buy this if you think is worth those few chars.. It's a character pass. Not
a season pass. Do not be mislead. You still have to farm fight money for the stages, skins and colors. This is beyond scummy..
Like the game, this is really a waste of money. Doesn't offer you anything. SFV, sadly, is nothing but a DLC Microtransaction
machine and that is all. Sad seeing the great series die.... Don't waste your time buying this "Seasonal Pass". As my first-time
consumer of a Seasonal Pass, my expectations where high and for good measure. After aggitating delays from Capcom, they
finally deliver their release. To my surpise, I was sadly disappointed to see that this useless pass does nothing more then give you
characters (which you can earn for free) and one Battle gear costume from each. It would be redeeming if they could at least
give us the stages as well for free; although that wouldn't do much to put Capcom back in my good graces.

Well I'm lying, if they could give us all the battle gear (corresponding to each in-game fighter ) in this pass... I'll keep my lips
shut.. I thought this was a season pass, not just dlc characters. so not worth it for the price.. Contains half the DLC, at best..
Considering it was changed after release, I would not recommend a company with shady practice.
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